A me th od to determine a basis of the group of rational integral sy mm e tri c posi ti ve definite uni· modular IlXII c irculants for any II. is prese nt ed . Th is method uses tllP co rrespo nd ence between unin.vdular eirculants and units of the algebraic number field R(D , where ~ is a primitive nth root of unity. Know n resu lt s are used to obta in ge ne rato rs of ce rtain ape riodi c subgroups of the abe li an, finitely generated gro up of un it s in RU;l. The co rres ponde nce, then , ~) r udu ces the desired bas is eJements. Th e numb er of bas is elements for eac h II is proved to be r ~ J + 1 -o-,,(n), where o-o(n) is th e numbe)" uf posi ti ve diviso rs of n . In addition, an upper bound for t~1e numbe r of co ngru ence c lasses of th ese circ ulant s is obta in e d , where co ngru e nce is re lative to rationa l sy mm e tri c unimodular Ilxn circ ulant s.
In 1956, M. Newman and O. Taussky [7] ' ex hibited a rational integral symmet ri c positive defin ite unimodular 8 X 8 circulant that was not of the form AA', where A is a rational integral 8 X 8 circulant and A' its trans pose. The method th ey used in obtaining the positive definite ciJ'culant can be adapted to find generators of groups of rational integral symme tri c positive definite unimodular circulants for partic ular values of n. However, difficult problems arise when the method is appli ed for arbitrary n.
This paper presents an alLernate method of determining generators of these groups t hrough the use of a correspondence, inves tigated by O. Taussky r8].
between units of the algebraic number field R m, where ~ is a primitive nth root of unity, and unimodular circulants. The group of units in R(l;,) is abelian and finitely generated. By restricting the discussion to certain aperiodic subgro up s of this group, results convenien tl y compiled in Hecke [2 , pp 38-44] can be used to determine generators of the subgroups. By the correspondence, then, generators of groups of rational integral symmetri c positive definite unimodular nxn circ ulants are obtained. In addition, the number of these generators is proved to be [~] First, the notation used throughout this paper will be established. Let The following theorem will be of importance. A sketch of the proof was published as part of a paper by M. Newman [6] ; the proof was suggested by O. Taussky. The proof is included here because some of the details in the proof will be used in later proofs. THEOREM 1. Gis afinitely generated abelian group with respect to matrix multiplic ation.
PROOF. It is clear that Cis an abelian group with respect to matrix multiplication . To show that C is finitely generated, we embed it in a finitely generated group. Let C = aof + alP + . . _ + all _IP" -I = E(P) be an arbitrary element of C. Since P= UDpU*, then C= UDcU*, where Dc= diag (E(~), . . . , E(~n)) and U is the unitary matrix mentioned earlier. But Dc can be written as a product in the following way:
where EW) EE for 1 ~ j ,.;;; n (since del Dc = det C = ± 1).
With the notation in the above statement of Dirichlet's Theorem, each unit E(sj), 1 ~ j::S; n, has the following unique represen tation:
. , 1, E(~), 1, .. . , 1) = diag (1, . . . , 1, I'
, 1) Il diag (1, . . . , 1, 17fij, 1, . . . , 1),
where th e elements E(sj), ~(/Oj, 171'ij appear in th e jth position on the diagonal for 1 Then there are finitely many matrices of the form Aij such that
However, the matrices Aij need not be circulants.
Consider the group r generated by the Aij's defined above for 0 ~ i ~ rand 1 ~j ~ n. It is clear that r is finitely generated. Furthermore, r is abelian because diagonal matrices comm ute. Thus r is a finitely generated abelian group which contains G as a subgroup and the th eorem is proved. COROLLARY 1. All eigenvalues of an element of G(G;, j = 1, 2) are elements of E(Ej, i = 1, 2).
A relationship between C and a certain group of units will be es tablished for which the following properties of units in E are needed. LEMMA 1. Let <1>n(x) be the cyclotomic polynomial 0/ degree cp(n) and let v be a primitive nIh root of unity. Then the sum of the coefficients of a unit q(v)EE can be changed modulo <1>nO) without changing the unit.
is the sum of the coefficients of q(v) the lemma is proved. { p if n= pO: LEMMA 2. <1>n(l) = 1 otherwise, where p is a prime and (l' is a positive integer. [5 , p. 160] PROOF . Let fL(d) be the Miibius function and let ~ be a primitive nth root of unity. Then
The last equality follow s because
From Lemma 1 it follows that the representation of a unit q (v) in E can be uniquely given either by specify- 
Let E(x)=ao+alx+ . . . +a,, _lx" -1 be th e integral polynomi a l s uc h that E(~k), 1 <s; k <S; n, are eigenvalues of the circ ulant E(P) in G. (Le t ~ = exp 27Ti for defi niteness.) From the proof of Th eore m 1 it n follow s that th ese eigenvalu es have a fixed ordering and, sin ce their re presentat ion is fixed by E(X), uniquel y determin e E(P ). T hese eige nvalu es occur preci se ly The mapping 0 is 1-1. Let EI (P ) and EAP ) be elements of G such that th e m-tuples O(EI(P)) and O(E2(P)) are identical elements of $T. The n EI (P ) and EAP) have the same eigenvalu es ordered in th e s am e way, hen ce EI(P ) = E2(P).
Finally,if dP) and oW) are any two eleme nts in G, where E(X) is an integral polynomial such that E(P ) is a circulant in HI with eigenvalues E(~I<), 1 ~ k <S; n. PROOF. It follows from Corollary 2 that th e units in the m-tuples of Flare real. Also , E(~n) = E(I) = 1 since E(~n) is a real eigenvalue of a unimodular matrix with integral coefficients and an element of a n aperiodic group. By Lemma 1, any polynomial l Ob) of the form Et(X) = E(X) + t1>n(X) and such that EI(P ) is a ci rculant in HI has coefficient sum E,(I) == (1) (mod 1>11(1)). The theorem follows from Le mma 2.
Theorems related to the numbe r of basis ele me nts of the aforementioned groups will now be es tabli s hed.
THEOREM 4. Ifn = p", then (F I :F;)= p-l. PROOF. Let k be an odd primitive root modulo p and define the function /-L2k(X) as follows: 
I-vh" /-Lk(V)=V

==1 (mod p). This implies (p-l)i(r-s)
, hence r=s and (FI: F;) ~ p -1 which proves the theorem.
NOTE. Let F = (J(H).
Then it is also true that (F: F;) = p -1 since the basis elements of the group E can be chosen to be real.
The following theorem is one of the principal results in this paper. trivial when d= 1 or 2.) A basis of the aperiodic group F, then, consists of ~ (~ <p(d) -1) elements, where the summation is over all positive divisors d of n greater than 2, and the first equality is proved.
The second equality can be proved by considering two cases.
(i) n is odd. Then
(ii) n IS even. Then
By a direct application of Theorem 5 it follows that p-3
where p is a prime greater than 2, and
The following table gives the values of ben) for 1 ~ n ~ 16. ., f· is a basis of F. That is, ;;, 1 ~ i ~ n, is an m-tuple of units of E as defined above.
Then bases for FI(F {) and F2 = (J(H2) of the following form can be found [2] : it follows that k22 must satisfy 3"'22 :;= 1 (mod 7), he nce k Z2 = 6 and f?1l = n is a basis element of F;. Also, kll = ± 1. Let kll = 1. Since E(I) = 3 it follows that kl2 must satisfy 3 . In th e latte r case,
so that there is only one class of symmetric po sItIVe defin ite unimodula r 7 X 7 c irculants with respect to co ngruence ove r rational integral circ ulants.
Number 0/ Classes 0/ Circulants. M. Kneser [3, p. 250] lists th e class numbe r of positiv e de finit e quadratic forms in n variables for 1 ~ n ~ 16 and with de te rminant 1. Th e numb e r of classes of circ ulan ts in Hz is less than or eq ual to thi s class numb er for e ac h n . In particular, it is s hown that th ere is only one class Hz for n ~ 7. M. Ne wm a n and O. Taussky [7] s howed the re are two classes for n = 8. In pri vate co mmuni cation s M. Kn ese r proved the re is on e class for n = 9; M. 
Appendix
The following list includes the notation and definitions of all sets referred to in the paper. I E( ~di)EE ;" 1 :S; i :S; m}.
